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THE SPECTATOR
Vive La France! studies continue
EATTLE

by Dean Visserand AngieBabcock

Seattle University's French in France
program has been reinstated, after it was
droppedlast quarter due to budget cuts.
John Topel, S.J., academic vice president, said team work among the departments and student input enabled S.U. to
resurrect the program.
"We were able to find some other funds
.. .which did not seem to be there when I

was working with the budget," Topel said.
Letters from students and faculty, as well
as suggestions from the dean's council that
the program be reinstated, prompted a
search for funds from various departments, according to Topel.
According to David Pollick,dean of arts
andsciences, the funds came from the various schools. Pollick said each school
pitchedin what theycould, withthe largest
amount coming from the arts andsciences.

"I'm very happy that the university
made a positive response to student and
faculty pressure andis actingina responsible manner," said sophomore honors student Peter Hauge, "because cutting it at
all,especially cutting it the way they did,
wouldhavebeen irresponsible and unfair."
Topel said the Frenchin France program
is attractive to students, and may be avaluable asset to the university in light of the

UN

decline in enrollment. "It may be
that it'sthe foreign country program which
makes (the foreign language program)go
wellhere."
S.U. sophomore Jennifer Grathwol said
she wouldhaveleftS.U.ifthe program had
not been reinstated. "I've always planned
to go abroad my junior year," Grathwol
current

(continued on page two)

Student 'gathering place'planned
by TimHuber
Around the SeattleUniversity campus it
becomes quite ciear there is no place for
students to gather socially onaregular basis.Dances and athletic events are not eve-
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BillGrace, director of student leadership, explains renovation
plans for the Chieftain basement to S.U. student Laura Marinoni.

rydayhappenings.
In the minds of a growing number of
people around the S.U. campus the time
has come to have such agathering place.
"What we've got on campus is a bunch
of students who really care about this
place," saidBill Grace, director of student
leadership. "One of the things Isee missing" is a place for students to get together.
Creating such a place couldalso help build
a feeling ofunity, he said.
Shortly, that unity might be foundin the
basement of the Student Union Building,
which has been picked for the site. The
basement, which also houses the Marksmanship Ciub and Me Spectator, was recently cleaned out. The next step is painting it. "Plant (services) has decided that
downstairs is ata point where it needs to be
painted like any other area on campus,"
saidGrace.
After plant services paints the area, the
rest of theconstruction ofthe student meeting area willfall to the campus community
"like the notion of a barnraising," said

Grace.
Scott Weldin, assistant director in the
fine arts department, has agreed tohelp designseating for the area.
What Grace would like to see in the
basement is "some sort of terraced steps
that could be carpeted." the actual construction of the seating will be done by a
student volunteer work party.
Lighting and access to the area are two
other concerns. "We need to work onsome
improved lighting down there,'" said
Grace. The area will also have to be made
attractive enough to get students to go
down there, he added. More decisions
about the areaare to bemade by a student
union board, assessed with finding out
what students want in the meeting area.
Students who wish to be part of the board
shuuid contact the office ofstudent leadership. When the project is completed the
area willbe open during the regular hours
of the Student Union Building. "We ought
to look seriously at being open on weekends," said Grace. With student cooperationandinvolvement Gracethinks the project willreach thegoal ofa student meeting
place wherestudents feel "it's a nice place
to be."

New locations concern
ROTC, foreign students
by Allison Westfall
Students at the International Student
Center and ROTC program are excited
about moving into new buildings and ofices. But the prospects of moving away
from the center of campus have members
nbothgroups a little worried.
George Pierce, vice president for adminstration, said moving both groups to their
new locations cost the university several
housand dollars.
According to Pierce,renovating a part of
Connolly Center for the ROTC program
ost approximately $100,000. For the new
nternational Student Center,renovation of
he university-owned house on the corner
>f Eleventh and Cherry was close to

$35,000.

Pierce said the cost of the new locations
ncluded construction, furnishings, and
new equipment. He added that the costs for
he international center did not include the
>uilding which was purchased by the uniersity several years ago.
Both groups were relocated over spring
acationbecause S.U. will begin construclon on the new Engineering Building and
the new Arts and Sciences Faculty Office

Buildingthis quarter.
Faizi Ghodsi,student assistant at the In-

ternational Student Center,saidhelikes the
new building but it has some problems.
"Compared with the other building, it isa
much better facility. There is more room
for students. Theonlyproblemsare itis off
campus and the hassle of crossing the
street."
"Everything new is nice," said Naji
Hamdan, a senior from Lebanon. Hamdan
likes the new center but agreed that traffic
on Cherry Street made crossing "dangerous."
Waleed Alawudhi, senior from Kuwait,
saidthe new center was "far from the center of campus" and classesbut agreed that
it was nicer and had more space.
Kurt DeVere, director of the center, said
the new location seems far away because
the previous spot was in the "dead center
of campus" and now Cherry Street sets up
a "visible barrier between the center and
campus."
ROTC students are having similar feelings of being away from the center ofcampus. Taylor Cox, a member of ROTC, said
the new offices inConnolly are "verynice"
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The new International Student Center pictured is located across
from Bellarmine Hall on the corner of Eleventh and Cherry Street.
but the location was "shifting emphasis
away from campus. Overall, it's good because we do a lot of training in Connolly."
However, he felt that the distance may
causea decline in ROTC enrollment.
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Warren Huckabay,ROTC professor, said

he likes the new offices but noted it was
hard to leave the building that had been
home for ROTC since the 19505.
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Seminar on living process
to be discussed by author
by NadineFabbiShushan
Anne WilsonSchaefisa writer, lecturer,
educator, consultant and therapist. She is

also the creatorof the "livingprocess therapy" approach.From January '86 to October '86 she willbe seminaring on process
living inmore than20 major cities as well
asin Canada, Mexico, WestGermany and
Greece. Seattle University is fortunate to
host Schaefon April 9.
Schaef's address is titled "Women's Reality (andmen's too!): A SystemsPerspective." She will focus on leadership, relationship and intimacy issues concerning
both men and women, and describe new
ways oflooking at our culture.
"Who's Who of AmericanWomen" and
the "World Who's Who of Women" both
featureSchaef.In1981,Schaef's first work
titled "Women's Reality: An Emerging Female System inaWhite Male Society," was
published.In theintroduction to "Women's
Reality" sheconfesses that her inspiration
to write was spurred by her ignorance of a
large percentage of her clientele. After 12
years as a psychotherapist, she writes that
"as moreandmore womencame tosee me,
itbecame clear to me that Ididn't know
what todo with them." She tracedher ineffectiveness with women as a result of her
training. "AsIreviewed my training, Ibegan to realize that what Ihadbeen taught
wasusefulin working withmenbut atbest
useless and at worst harmful in working
with women."

From that point on, Schaef began instudy of women. Her goal
was tocome to an understanding of what it
meant to be female inour culture. Schaef
claims that the white male system overshadows not only the female system, but
alsotheblack system,the Chicano system,
the Asian-American system, and the NativeAmerican system. However,she specifies that sheis not pointinga finger atindividuals within that system, rather she
blames our present continued participation
inits development.
Schaef labels the present system the
white male system. In "Women's Reality,"
she describes the whitemale system as just
that. "We all live in it,but itis not areality.
It is not the way the world is. Unfortunately, some ofus do notrecognize that itis
a system or the way the world is."
Being non-sexist is not enough for
Schaef. "Sayingthat you are not sexist or
that you do not want to-be, or would rather
not admit that you are is not the same as
doing something about your sexism," she
said. "This is much like what many of us
white liberals did during the civil rights
movement," said Schaef. "Weneeded our
black friends to tellusthat we were notlike
everyone else, that we were not discriminatory andracist. Once weheard that we
couldavoid having to dealwithour racism,
which was real no matter how hard we
tried to ignore itor cover it up."
Though Schaef is a delightful personality who inspires bothmenand women, she
tense personal

-
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Anne Wilson Schaef,creator of the living process theory, will give a

seminar on the subject set for Wednesday, April 9.
does not treat her topic lightly. "The white
male system and the emerging female system," said Schaef, "are not just different
and equal.The white male systemis deathoriented, and we need to look at that profoundissue veryseriously."
"Co-Dependence: Misunderstood
Mistreated," is Schaef's latest book, published in 1985. Schaef touches on a new
topic, that ofalcoholismandother diseases
ofaddiction. The co-dependentis the supposed healthy person who isinvolved in a
relationship with the addicted person.
However, this innocent party is now acknowledged as having a viable disease of

-

their own caused by the often destructive
lifestyleimposedby their partnersdisease.
To the field of co-addiction, Schaef
again works as the initiator on new ideas
and techniques. She argues that a spiritual
awareness is vitalin accelerating the healingprocess. Shecharges society for being
the cause and supporter of the epidemic
disease. Schaefis now dedicating muchof
her time working to change contemporary
perceptions of reality. Sheleads the way for
creating a possible reality by raising the'
consciousness of men and women across
the country inher workshops and through
her writing.

Hopathon hoppers hop to help others
by Vonne Worth
Imagine a clamor of kids wearing bunny
ears bouncing up and down for two minutes while teachers watch. Sounds like a
bunch of out of control children. It's not;
it'sSeattle University's Child Development
Center participating inahopathon.
But what's ahopathon? It'schildren hopping as many times as they can in a two
minute period, collectingpledges for each
hop. The hopathon was held March 25
through April 1 to raise money for the

Muscular Dystrophy Organization.
This is the way the national Muscular
Dystrophy Organization is "getting the
younger children,theday care children,involved in the Muscular Dystrophy (campaign). They're using their muscles, that
the children withmuscular dystrophy cannot, (to)hop andjump. They'reusingtheir
muscles toearnmoney to help thechildren
who can't jump," said Kathy Cook, director of theChild Development Center.
According to the Professional Guide to
Diseases.muscular dystrophy isa name for
a group of congenital conditions that result
in progressive wasting of muscles. As the
muscles weaken, they become large, ap-

«**»"««"«»"

Membersof S.U.sChild Development Center,
crowned withbunny ears, stopped hopping long enough for a photo.
pearing to be healthy. This happens because fats become lodged in the muscles.

Cook said the Muscular Dystrophy Organization called her and askedif the center wouldbeinterestedinthe hopathon. We
"decided to do it," she said. Three of the
four main types of muscular dystrophy
strike young children, while a fourth type

France studies continue
(continuedfrom pageone)

tion. "The question is how much of our
senior classes can we fill up now," Topel

said. "I was a little confused in their initial
decision to cut the program, butI'm happy
they decided to reinstate it."
Topel said the university is currently setting up an "office of institutional research" to gather statistics on how many
students theFrenchin France program and
other university programs draw.
Students take the French inFrance program during their junior year. Topel believes the programmay attracttransfer stu-

other country," Topel said. "Hearingpeoas
ple talk about what you'vealways
— taken
hearing
American values and goods

dents who will stay at S.U. during their
senior year, and he hopes the research will
enable the university to find that informa-

them talk about that in a questioning
spirit— you can't reallydo that by learning
Frenchin this country."

said.
The decision to reinstate the program
was not entirelyan economic one, accord-

ing Topel. "The value of it for me as an
educatoris that there isa wayin which your
consciousness is changed if you're in an-

appears in adults 30 to 50 years old. Duchenne's weakens the leg and pelvic muscles of young males three to five years old.
By early adolescence the involuntary muscles begin to weaken and thisoftenleads to
death caused by inadequatefunctioning of
the heart or lungs. Infection is another
common cause of death.

A second type of muscular dystrophy
causes children's face, shoulder and upper
arm muscles to weaken. This weakness
spreads to all voluntary muscles.
A third typecauses limb and girdle muscles of children or young adults to weaken.
After the onset,upper arm andpelvic muscles begin to deteriorate.
Cook said there aren't many ways for
children to get involved in community
service. She downplays the idea of prizes
because she wants children to have a feeling of giving and helping out.
The fourth type of muscular dystrophy
causes deterioration of all voluntary muscles ofpersons 30- to50-years-old.
At this time, there isno cure.Theuse of
braces, exercise, physical therapy and surgery helppeople retain mobility andindependence. The disorder is hereditary, beingcarried by bothdominantandrecessive
genes. Of course the therapy is expensive.
The disorder can be devastating to family
life.
Some children know why they are doing
this, others are too young to know, Cook
said.
Participation in the project is voluntary,
she said. She is pledging one penny for
everyjump.

Tax group offers service
by Raelene Sam
Anyone need help on their tax return?
The Voluntary Income Tax AssistanceProgram at Seattle University will be more
than willing to assist you.
V.I.T.A. has been at S.U. tor the past II
years and is sponsored by S.U.s chapter of
Beta Alpha Psi, the national accounting
fraternity.
The main purposeof this program is not
only to prepare tax returns tor low and
middle-income people, but to give S.U.s
accounting students first hand-knowledge
of tax returnpreparation.
Last year,about 1000people came infor
help on their tax returns, said John Harding, associate professor of business. He

also said that after students have assisted
people with their tax returns, the formsarc
double checked by certified public accountants.

Madeleine O'Rourke. president of Beta
Alpha Psi, said V.I.T.A. wasa community
service that wasoffered to the public. She
stressed that all students areencouraged to
enroll in the program to acquire the practical experience necessary in tax preparation.
The tax assistance program is held at
Mt. Zion Baptist Church on Saturday
mornings from 10-1 p.m. and Wednesday
fr m 5:30-8:30 p.m. The program will
run until April 12.

°
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SOAPBOXFORUM
Pornography destroys the individual
by HamidaBosnia jian
I
have not readmore than thirty pagesof
de Sade's Justinenox of the anonymous
Story ofO;\ do not browse in the adult sec-

—

tionofSeattle's Magazine City; I
have seen
only one X-rated film Last Tango in
Paris.l even have difficulty reading antipornography books such as Susan Griffin's
searching and far reaching Pornography
and Silence,for the anti-pornography author must of necessity quotepornographic
materials. The images of pornography
threaten the depth of my being and selfdefinition, for they cast into doubt all notions, emotions andresonances weassociate with thehuman person.

Commentary
Pornography is not bestial, animals do
though human beings use
animals pornographically. Pornography is
a fantasy activity whose images and symbols may mimic naturebut are totally unnatural. Among the favorite objects of the
pornographic fantasizer is the pornographic doll, the always ready anatomically correct and kinetically adequate simulant. Pornography—is part of the artifice
we term civilization the civilizations of
not practice it,

aware that they differ from the vulgar and
obscene as well as from the genuinely
erotic, though each of these edges towards
pornography when they
become demonized.
Obscenity is expressed in
tribal cultures and in
civilizations;pornography
is limited to the latter.
Obscenity is open to
interpretation, but we da
have little doubt as to the
"nature" of hard core porn.
Perhaps thisis the reason
that the courts of civilization
aremore willing to address
the vagueness of obscenity
than the hard core of
pornography. InMiller vs.
California (1973),the U.S.
Supreme Court decided that
obscenity is tobe determined by

criteria does open a place for the inclusion
of pornography, forit seems to me that the
pornographicimage will at leasthaveapo-

been empowered to give birth then she
must be denied all other powers. She must
be devastated and pay the ultimate price as
a dismembered human object in snuff

Greece and Rome, of the 17th and 18th
centuries, of the Victorian era, and, of

course,ofour own time.

Are the ways ofcivilization sufficient to
counter the de-humanization of the human
ifpornography is itself a symptom ofcivilization's discontents? The question is important especially today when pornography is democratically available; it is no
longer the privilege of degenerate aristocrats or what used to be called "aristocratic
tastes."
Pornographos writing about female or
—
male prostitutes is the Greek word that
associates pornography from the beginning of time with fantasy expressed
through a symbolic medium aboutpersons
who receive money for sexual submission.
Money,another ambiguous symbol ofcivilization, defines the consumer-commodity
relation,concludes theturn ofthe trick (the
lie)and denies any further relation.
Why the ancient need to write about
this? Pen, pencil and camera enable the
pornographic fantasizer to project and fix
the image and turn person and event absolutely into objects more than any lived pornographic even can do. Pornography denies any I-thou relation and insists on the
I-it.
We arebeginning to understand theprofundity of the motive towards, the image
and the effect of pornography and are

experience is mutual and inclusive, the
pornographic experience is absolutely exclusive: the "I" insists on the thingness of
the other and declares, "I exist because I
degrade and devastate thishuman object."
The pornographer's motive springs from
fears of beinghuman and vulnerprofound
able — the fear of feeling, the fear of love
and caring contact, the fear of death. By
exercising raw power over the victim, the
pornographer assureshimself of strengths
he does not really have. When we define
the motive this way, we see that pornography, while always involving a sexual dimension, is a motive for unspeakable acts
donein thename of political change.
Conventionally, however, we think of
pornography as involving males and females. No image of woman has been
spared pornographic depiction and has
beenmade pornographicreality: the child,
thegirl, the virgin, the passionate woman,
the frigid woman, the mother, the nun, the
lady and the whore, the saint and the sinner. The pornographer cannot accept the
human evolution from womb to tomb as
natural; he rages against the source that
started the whole process of being human,
conscious and vulnerable. If woman has

—

a.) whether "theaverage person,applying
contemporary community standards"
wouldfind that the work, taken as a whole,
appeals toprurient interest,b.) whether the
work depicts or describes, in a patently of-

fensive way, sexualconduct specifically defined by the applicable state of law, and c.)
whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks
serious literary,artistic, political or scientific value. All categories must be applied
to a work in order for it to be defined as
obscene. This definition ofobscenity does
protect the First Amendment rights of the
producer of obscenity andat the same time
affords ongoing community discussion of
the subject, necessary for checks and balances in this civilization.
The court's working in the third set of

litical value in that it
reveals,usually without conscious intent, the
power relation of master
and bondswo(man),
oppressor and
oppressed, victimizer
and victim in civilized
society. It isno accident
that theblack and silver,
skull-and-cross-bone SS
uniform isamong
the fantasy paraphernalia
Of sado-masochistic
pornographers!
Pornography is so threatening to thehuman person because it insists on humiliation, degradation and devastation of the
person who isconsumed, discarded thenas
waste and "made to feel like shit." It is no
surprise that murder is frequently the end
of the pornographic act. In pornography,
the erotic has shrunk to the genital definition of the human. The force of eros that
infuses our vital and creative selves has
been banished as every human orifice becomes genital and is invaded soas to eradicate the self that may have retreated to the
intimate recesses ofbeing. While theerotic

porn.
Pornography involvesmore than specific
acts against the person of woman, but,
while we feel a collective outrage against
the pornographies committed by persecutors in historical time, we still find pornographic fantasies about women the most
"socially acceptable." This is tragic! Iam
outraged at such acceptability. But in my
rageIdiscover that my fantasies of revenge
become soon approximations of pornography. Weneed to discover inourselves what
it isthatmakes us moresavage than any socalled savage, more bestial thanany beast.
What is each of us capable of if we were
given absolute power with no ethical accountability overpersons that enrage us? In
recognizing our rage as something within
us we may begin to tame it with the restraintsof civilizationbefore that rageconsumeus. Next, wecan begin social change
byrefusing to participate in theeconomics
of pornography. But that is another major
subject

....

HamidaBosmajian is anEnglish professor andholder ofthe Pigott-McCone Chair

ofHumanities.
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SOAPBOX FORUM
Personal choice defines pornography

by Joel Marquez
Anyone who stands up against the antipornographers runs the risk of being labeled "pro-pornography."
Let's get one thingstraight. Iam not, repeat not, "pro-pornography" in the sense
that Ireadand enjoy smut.Ihave the same
attitude toward pornography thatI
have toward coffee. That is, Idefend the right of
anyone to consume it but personally Ifind
it distasteful.
Theissueis, simply, a matter ofpersonal
choice. Itis not merely the specific issueof
eliminating what somecall pornography.It
is part of a larger more important issue.
Freedom. The guaranteeoffreedom isthat
people must have the right to choose what
they find distasteful or not distasteful,
pleasant orunpleasant.
On the other hand, the traditional argument against pornography boils down to
distaste. It's what fuels most of the antipornography arguments of the conservative right. They find certain things distasteful, obscene or whatever they want to
call it, attach the definition to somehigher
truth, (God, family or society, take your
pick) and thisis their justification for legislation. By that reasoning Ican ban coffee
because Ifind it distasteful and I
have reason for believingthat Godis on my side.
It's interesting that on one side of their
mouth they mumble about economic freedombut on the other they scream for censorship. There's a rather large contradiction there. They say that there is a
difference, but economic freedom and
freedom of expression are both based on
the same value ofindividual freedom.
Then there are those who argue that
what they call pornography must be legislated against because it is a "dangerous

Vivela France!
To the Editor:
Iwould like to thank publicly all those

who "rallied around" when theFrench-inFrance Program was cut from the 1986-87
budget while I
was Acting Chair oftheDepartment of ForeignLanguages.
It was heartening to experience the
ground swellof supportfrom all sectorsof
Seattle University: students, staff, faculty
colleagues and deans. Thank you one and
all for your letters and wordsof encouragement. Our efforts in the department seem
to have touched many people and we're
gratified to see this outpouring ofconcern.
I
also commend John Topel, S.J., vice
president foracademic affairs, for hisdecision toreinstate theFrench-in-France Program for 1986-87.
Sincerely,
James L.Stark

Nukes anddoves
To theEditor:
Iwouldlike to address Liana Panesko's
letterto the Editor (Spectator,March 6) re-

garding the Nuclear Free Zone Project.
Icould attempt to convince you, Liana,
that thehumblest of actions toward aliberated glove could neverbe, as you argued,a
"useless gesture."I
could try to argue why
I
believe that even one human voice which
supports the future existence of humanity
is not making, as you claimed, merely "a
token statement." Instead of "logical" arreguments Iwant to offer you a story I
cently discoveredina "PaxChristi" publication,entitled "The Weight of Nothing."
"Tell me the weight of a snowflake," a
coal-mouse askeda wilddove.
"Nothing more than nothing," was the
answer.
"In that caseImust tell you a marvelous
story," the coal-mouse said. "I sat on the
branch ofa fir, close to its trunk, when it
began to snow, not heavily, not ina raging

idea." Pornography presents ideas that dehumanize women as objects of, as author
Susan Brownmiller puts it, "sexual access."
Noone said weall have to buy that idea.
It is perfectly natural for those who know
better to behorrified withit. But it is, after
all, only an idea. Human beings are not
blank slates that take everything they see
andread as literal.Each individual defines
his own garbage.

Opinion
Still, to the extent that they do not force

their ideas on anyone else they dohave the
right to hold whatever ideas they wish, no
matter how disgusting, as long as it remains an idea. The debate here is not the
extent which a person can be disgusting,
though that is part ofit. Iam not defending
the idea itself,Iam not exclusively defending the pathetic scum who actually believe
it.Iamdefending the right of anyoneto believe anything, to publish anything and to
purchaseanything.
Thelast resort of would-be censors is the
attempt to establish a direct causal relationship between the idea itself and the
perpetratorsof violent sexual crime, that it
is pornography itself causing the crime.
Even if it were a given that there is indeed a direct link of pornography to crime
(which itcertainly is not) andif this is used
as a justification for laws, then the precedentitestablishes is disturbing. The extent
ofour freedom wouldbe established by the
actions of the very lowest of our society,
not by moral principles based on freedom

but by the pragmatism that has the morally
corrupt as its origin.
Ironically, what this does is effectivelyN
remove any responsibility of the act from
the criminal. By saying that the idea is responsible for the crime the criminal is no
longer so. And ifone individual cannot be
considered responsible for one's ownaction
the rest ofus cannotbe either. Clearly, this
is not desirable.
It is a myth that giving government
power to prohibit certain ideas because
they might lead to dangerousbehavior will
lead toan eradication of that behavior. Historically, any time a tribe, church or state
has attempted to ban certain "dangerous"
ideas orvalues the resulthas been anexacerbation of the problem. It creates a "forbidden fruit" only serving to make the
thing moreattractive and desirable.
If legislated against, pornography, like
drugs and like alcohol during the Prohibition, willcontinue to existandeven flourish.Much of the attraction comes from the
lack ofunderstanding, the mystery. Thesolution is not more censorship but more
freedom. In a free atmosphere, pornography canbe seenfor whatitis — slug slime.
Yet Brownmiller likens pornography to
rape.Howexactly is unclear. Rape is a specific,direct act ofaggression against anindividual. Pornography, in termsof force, is
neutral. It initiates nothing and merely
presents a vague idea. Where's the connection?
Theconnection is a commonone used to
prop up the arguments that many so-called
"feminists" have used. The idea is that
what happens to one woman happens to all
women. All. Injustices against some

women are injustices against all women.
The application to this issue is that the depiction of some women in degrading and
offensive ways offends all women, that all
womenare to beinsulted by the actions ofa
few.
What is insulting is that Brownmiller
wouldgroup eachindividual womaninthat
category of people to be insulted. All
womenhave different values. Do feminists
really espouse the value of autonomy for
women?If they do, they must also respect
the value ofindividual self-definition.
If that self-defined identity is really the
goal they seek, then the actions of a few
should make no difference to how they
view themselves. They may look at pornography withanempathic eyefeelinghorror, but it is ahorror thatdoes not and cannot change their own identity. More likely
they willchoose not to look at it at all.
In the end, each individual has a defense
against what they consider garbage.
Again, it is personal choice. If you find
pornography distasteful then ignore it. If
you find that enough of your friends agree
with you then you may have a boycott
(somewhatof a misleading term because
those who don't buy pornography can't
boycott it).
If you own a bookstore then you can
choose not to carry it.
If you are aphotographer or model then
you can choose not to participate in it. Ina
truly free society pornography will not
have the smokescreen of governmentlegislation to make it mysteriously attractive. It
will be seen in its own light and the mystery will be gone.
Hopefully then, so will pornography.

Letters to the Editor
blizzard,no, just like in a dream, without
any violence. Since Ididn'thave anything
better to do, Icounted the snowflakes set-

tling on the twigs and needles of my
branch. Their number was exactly
3,741,952. When the next snowflake
—
dropped onto the branch nothing more
than nothing, as you say
the branch
broke off."
Having said that, the coal-mouse ran

—

away.

Thedove, since Noah's timeanauthority
on the matter, thought about the story for a
whileand finally said to herself: "Perhaps
there is onlyone person's voice lacking for
peace to come about the world."
Declaring Seattle University a nuclear
free zone is an opportunity for many students, staffand faculty to strengthen their
own voices byuniting them withhundreds
of others. The declaration will raise the
consciousness not only of the campus, but
of the greaterSeattle community as well.If
enough "symbolic" gestures settle ontoa
common branch, as did the snowflakes,
symbolism may, in fact, quickly transform
into the "real results" you are seeking,
Liana.
Sincerely,
Nadine FabbiShushan

Are you for compromise andpersuasion
or do you intend to threaten people?
Are youfor worldwide democracy or are
you forUnited States' control ofthe world's
natural resources?
You say you are for the peoples of the
world; your actions are not synchronized
with your words.
My friends, we cannot afford to letother
people determine our future. We need to
speak out and let people know what we
think. For all who would say we do not
haveclear information as to what weare to
say anddo,Iwouldask that welook to our
failing prospects and our loss of integrity
in working with the peoples of theMiddle
East, Asia and Africa. Thereis no way we
can explain or defend our waysof dealing
with people either abroad orat home.
InGod's name, let us speak out for justice andpeace.
Peace toall of you!
Joseph McGowan, S.J.
director, CampusMinistry

Help STARVE
To theEditor:

Just wars?
To the Editor:

Peace! Iurge you to seriously consider
writing our representatives in the Congress, letting them know that you do not
support continued defense expenditures.I
addressed
list now some of the questions I
in my letter to the president, asking that,
having considered them seriously and in
prayer,you decide if you can,by silence or
word, continue to support the actions of
our government. Here are the questions
andcommentsI
addressed to the president:
Ifind your approach to the Soviets confusedand confusing.
Are you for peace or are you for war?

Three cheers for starving students! Finally, a groupwilling tostand up topolicies
at S.U. that are not in the interests of the
students.
Starving students' objective is toencouragechanges in the food service on campus.
They are addressing problems centered
around lack ofchoices of foods, quality of
the foods, taste and high prices. They organized a much publicized boycott of the
Marketplace for one meal that opened the
administration's eyes to their concerns.
To date they have met with Saga and the
administration twice: once to emphisize
their desire for constructive conversation
and to discuss theirconcerns and a second
time, at the request of the administration,
to discuss the timins of their protests.

The administration and Saga are concernedabout this protest. On Feb. 11,Judy
Sharpe, directorof Resident Student Services, issued a memo to all resident students.Thismemo stated that "Wehave met
with . . (Jeff Dennison, Troy Monohon,
and Brian Earl) twice to find out specifically what they wereasking to change
(Lyle Geels, Food Servicedirector) would
work all night to correct a problem if they
(Starving Students) would just let him
know whatit is. They didn't."
They did. At the first meeting, problems
were discussed. Starving Students have
distributed flyers voicing their concerns
and conducted a survey as to problems
people saw withthe foodservice. Granted,
the results of the survey werenot available
toMs. Sharpe at the timethat she wrotethe
memo, but she had been told that they
would be available soonand, in fact, were

.

...

released within an hourof her memo.
This attempt to discredit Starving Students and its spokespersons is not in the interest of the students. This group has made
progress onissues that haveconcerned students for a long time. As a former dorm
student, Iremember times Iwent to the
Marketplace for a meal to find nothing offered was desirable. A good dinner cost
$5-6.
Iam not amember of Starving Students,
but I
have followed their activities because I
feel it is time for something to be done
about these problems.
Iurgeresidentstudents to be involved in
this issue. Iencourage established student
groupslike the ASSU and the DormCouncil to support Starving Students. 1 would
like to see the administration understand
that these students want to work these
problems out in a constructive manner.
Work with them, Fr. Thon. Let's not
sling mud, Ms. Sharpe. Open up to these
suggestions, Mr. Geels. This group is
working for changes that would improve
student life on campus which means abetter university as a whole.
Ken Heutmaker
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Letters
(continued from pagefour)

Campus comments
Tothe Editor:
Iam writing thisletter in regards to the
article, "S.U. campus in needs of repairing," writtenby Sue Weibler in theFeb. 13
issue.
Thearticle implied that thepicture ofthe
ninth floorkitchen wall wasdue to building
deterioration wheninfact itwasvandalism
done by non-resident students. Our custodial and maintenance crews work very
hard to keep the buildings in good order
and this kind of negative publicity harms
their morale.
We are currently working to combat the
attitudesofstudents whochoose to destroy
the place they live in. Also, the damage
showed in the picture will be repaired by
Feb. 20, 1986.
I'dlike toask that your staff contact myself or the other resident directors to verify
any information you obtain concerning Seattle University residence halls.
Thank you for yourcooperation.
Sincerely,
Miriam Callaghan
Campion ResidentDirector

Feeding the hungry
To the Editor
believehunger to be the must important
I
issue inour society today. Newspaper, radio broadcasts, television news have stories about hunger and how people are
dying andmalnutritioned. These types of
stories are all negatives. But, what ever
happened to the donations of millions of
people? What have the poor peoplegained
from these donations and what changesdid
the money bring? The story of hunger is
like a widespreaddisease throughout the
whole wide world. Many people have expressed their sympathy by donating
money, food, orclothing.Money donations
are very useful for the people. The money
is used to buy medicine to cure their illnesses and to keep them healthier. The

news still continues with its negative reports. When Iread the newspaper, it gives
reports on the'expansionof the number of
peopledying every day. Besides the newspapers, there are the radio and television
broadcasts. What the journalists and the
broadcasters fail to provide is any information on the progress of the donations.
Thereare nopositive reportsof any enrichment in the livesof the starving.
In conclusion, thedonators often wonder
if the money has riched the poor and what
progress did the money bring about. The
newspapers, radiobroadcastersandtelevision reports seldom present positive aspects.

Sincerely,
Cathy Cadabona

Useless gesture?
To theEditor:

Thisisa response to Liana Panesko'sresponse to thearticle "S.U.—Nuclear free
zone?" written by The Coalition For Human Concern. Her letter deserves an answer, and,of course, this gives us another
opportunity to describe again what the students in The Coalition For Human Concern do forSeattle University, and specifically why a petition fullof names asking to
declare the campus anuclear weapons free
zone presented to Father Sullivan and the
BoardofTrustees would sharpen this community's awareness of the threat to the
earth's existence. We thank her for her letter. Weneed more student discussionabout
justice and peace issues. We wish she had
givenusbetter arguments against the petition than it is a "useless gesture."
She says that "declaring S.U. a nuclear
free zone does not ensure safety to anyone
in this area(because of Trident, Bremerton
ship yards, McCord Air Force Base, Fort
Lewis and especially Boeing) in time of
war." Nor would it "... easily, if at all,

affect the outcome of electoral and congressional votes concerning weapons development."
Our response is, "Of course a simple
declarationcan'tmake this place safe." The
business ofTheCoalitionFor HumanConcern is educational. We are not "activists"
as Liana implies. We don't believe our
actions directly change political structures, letalone the physical structure of the
open sky through which a nuclear bomb
coulddrop. We wish to educate by reminding the S.U. community that we and the
rest of the worldare threatened by nuclear
destruction.
We hopethisremembrance would jolt us
into urging congressional and executive
leaders to become "activists" in dismantling this threat. Just as the worldispoised
on the edge of disaster, so is it poised for
disarmament agreements. Just as itis not
only political leaders who are threatened,
soitisallofus who must educate ourselves
and each other concerning this potential
holocaust.
University life can'tbe a sanctuary from
ethical and political responsibility. It certainly can'tbe a sanctuary fromeducation
about world vulnerability. We can't act asif
someoneelse will take care of this "problem." We each have our own particular obligation to do something: talk to eachother
about it, discuss itin class, writeletters to
editors and especially write to political
leaders.
Silence on auniversity campus is unconscionable. A student petition, rally and
march successfully urged the trustees to
divest from companies with interests in
South Africa. A massive telephone, telegram andletter campaign opposing Contra
Aid convinced the U.S. House of Representatives to defeat the administration's request to step up our proxy war in Nicaragua. In a democracy, people can bring
aboutethical changes.S.U.s voicecan join
millions of others in this country to convinceour leaders to seriously negotiate nuclear disarmament.
The explosion of the Challenger has
shocked the American people.Perhaps we
see it as a symbol for pur ownpossible destruction. Seven intelligent, technologically sophisticated and politically conscious people strapped to their living
quarters abomb ofhalfa million gallons of
liquid oxygenand hydrogen. They had absolute confidence that this bomb would
safely lift them up ever so gently into
space. They wished to fly around the earth
andlook back and report to all of us, their
supporters left behind, that view ofour serene blue and greenand whitehome. They
thoughtthey wouldfly, not that they would
die. They hadconfidence inthe technology
and thepolitical goodwillof all those who
supported their flight.
We must realize that we have likewise
strapped to our only living space enough
bombs toblow us tobits. Ourconfidence in
"technological and political fail-safe
guards" against accident and ill-will ofenemies is no lessnaive than that of those astronauts sacrificed for homage to these
modern, secular,protective gods. We must
look forthe traceandlove ofour Godin the
faces of our fellow humans all over the
earth, rather in these awesome weapons of
destruction.
Voicing opposition to nuclear weapons
by declaring our areanuclear weaponsfree
is not some fringy, stupid idea.The American bishops in their pastoral letter, "A
Challenge to Peace," urged people to exercise their imagination in finding ways to
raise the consciousness of citizens to the
threat of catastrophic war.
WhenCardinal Bernardin,the chairman
of the bishops' committee whodrafted that
letter, was here onMarch 2, we spoke with
himprivately ofourefforts topetition S.U.
a nuclear weapons free zone. He strongly
endorsed this effort. He said we must keep
up thiskindof continual reminder. At that
same event Archbishop Hunthausen toldus
ofhis strong support of the petition. Seattle's newly installed Bishop Wuerl also told
ushe supports this effort to raise the consciousness ofS.U. students.
Hundreds of geographical areas,by way
ofcity council resolutions, county referendums and citizen initiated petition drives
havedeclared their places nuclear weapons
free. Theseefforts arein the best tradition

ofAmerican democracy:public statements
by groups ofcitizens.
We are puzzledby aletter from a student
calling the petition a "useless gesture"
(since that logic would make her letter a
useless gesture) and by an ethics teacher
tearing upa copy of the petition in front of
aclass. We are giving theS.U. community
an opportunity to publicly state itsopposition to the use and threat ofuse of nuclear
weapons. We can understand political differences. We cannot understand efforts to
repress the expression of those differences, notina free society.
We invite all who have not yet signed to
join the several hundreds whohave signed
before we present it to the Boardof Trustees at their April meeting. We further invite students, staffand faculty to join us in
our efforts to publicly raise the issues of
justice andpeace inour society.Nouniversity is legitimate unless iteducates its students to be primarily just andpeacefulcitizens. Theclassroom isthe main arena for
this education.
Butthere are issues that slip through the
academic cracks. We all need to search
these out and bring them to each others'
awareness. As we have worked with the
studentsinThe CoalitionFor HumanConcern, whoseintention is to searchandeducate about immediate national and world
ethical problems, we have not found them
to be self-righteous and arrogant know-itall's trying to manipulate others intosome
narrow political ideology. Their simple
faith, hope and love of other people continues to inspire us and make us grateful to
be able to work with them. We ask you to
join themand support them.
Signed,
Georg Kunz
Gary Chamberlain
The CoalitionFor Human Concern

Getting a job
To theEditor:
Ihave abachelor's degree from Columbia University and am retired after having
worked for many years for the Federal
Government's Social Security Administration andHealth Care Financing Administration. Ivery strongly urge all college
graduatesnot to work for the United States
government,because:
1 Wages and salariesfor federal government employees are on the average 19.5
percent below the payemployees in private
enterprisesreceive for essentially the same
jobs. The most pay a federal government
employee can receive is $66,000 a year
(very few reach that or get anywhere near),
whichis very small compared to the yearly
salaries of many private company executives which are in the hundreds of thousands of dollars and which in some cases
arein the millions of dollars.
2.Federal employees have to pay ahigh
percentageof thepremiums for their health
and life insurance, whereas, many employers in private enterprisepay all premiums for their employees.
3. Federal employees have to pay into
Medicare's Hospital Trust Fundand federal
employees hired on or after Jan. 1, 1984,
must pay into Social Security's other trust
funds.This isinaddition to paying intothe
CivilServiceRetirement System.
These mandatory payments constitute a
sneaky way the Reaganadministrationand
its reactionary allies in the Congress have
taken the money of federal governmentemployees to shore up Medicare and Social
Security.Federal employeeshavetheir own
health insurance and retirement systems
and cannot bear any additional expense.
4. The Reaganadministration has raised
federal employees' and retirees' health insurance premiums to exorbitant levels and
cut their health insurance coverage drastically.
5. According to the Congressional
Budget Office federal governmentemployees receive less vacation and holiday time
than manypeople inprivate enterprise.For
example, for many years steel workers
have been given 13 week vacations every
five years (in addition to their regular vacations during the interveningyears)upon attaining acertain seniority.

.

WR. Grace and Co., receives his full salary and fringe benefits plus pension of
$357,500per year. He is also chairman of
the commission which was supposed to
make recommendations to eliminate waste
in the federal government, almsot all of
which is due to enormous overcharging by
private enterprise defense contractors.
That commission produced the ridiculous
instances of wasteand called for the elimination of efficiently run programs that do
not suit the reactionary ideas of the commission.
Therefore, college graduates are much
better off working in private enterprise
with the chance of becoming one of the
$1,000,000 (or more) a year corporation
presidents or a quarter million a year vice
president than working in the federal government's civil service for cheapskate pay
and secodn rate fringebenefits.
Ifa collegegraduate cannot find a good
job in private enterpriseupon graduation,
he/she would do farbetter to work inamenial job in private enterprise until he can
obtain aposition in theprivate sector commensurate with his education than take a
job with the United States government
while looking fora goodoccupation witha
private business.
Otherwise he may ruin his future by
tainting himself withfederal employment,
since it is looked upon with great disdain
by the business community and the public
in general. In fact, for a number of years
people havebeen thought to have disgraced
themselves if they worked for the federal
government.
Sincerely yours,
Frederick C. Stark, Jr.

S.U. arts alive
To theEditor:
Far beit from me as a patron of the arts
toquestion yourjournalistic artsor the use
of aesthetic license by Prof. Dore in last

week's Spectator, but something must be
said for the arts at S.U. They are hardly defunct as the historionic hyperbole which

yourheadlinemight indicate.
For instance, even in Prof. Dore's own
departmentoffine arts, the enrollment this
year has risen more than 4 percent each
quarter;in otherdepartments dealing with
culture directly (English and foreign language), enrollments are up slightly in the
former and dramatically in the latter (41

percent).
Cultural events on campus are not only
more frequent thanothers (see fine arts department's own excellent quarterly listings), but generally more fully attended.
What event of any sort out draws the lectures on the Chartres Cathedral in the
— and these
spring by Malcolm Miller
even charge $5 admission? What event is
more popular than the annual international
dinner andcultural night?
More on the modest side, but consistently active are the Literature Club, the
French Club, various poetry readings
every year, frequent lectures by Andrew
Tadie (e.g. recent ones on Chesterton,
FlanneryO'Connor and other authors).
Last year's graduation honors the major
musicalleader in Seattle; this year's is reportedly honoring a nationally known
poet. Even the Spectator is known for its
promotion of music, arts, drama and fashion. What greatersignof cultural lifecould
one want?
Within the curriculum, the status offine
arts is on the rise. MRC alreadyhas a requirement; the rest of the College of Arts
and Sciences most likely willinclude one in
the revisedcore; perhaps eventheBusiness
School will see fit to honor beauty as well
as the dismal science.
Finally, the rest ofthe article itself shows
that Prof. Dore's portion of the university is
alive withdramatic gusto. And the university administration has pledged itself to
bothanew Arts and Sciences building and
a renovated fine arts area in the current
student union building as the very article
which denounced the university's lack of
culture admitted.
Perhaps even journalism can become a
fine art.
Respectfully,
Clyde Miller
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
"Parting Glances" treats
gays with sensitivity
by Thertsak Sac Tung

There is finally a movie produced that

treatshomosexual relationships sensitively

and realistically. It's called "Parting
Glances."
"PartingGlances" doesn't try to force or
discussor make somenew discovery about
homosexuality. Rather the movie assumed
that the audience realized that they were
going to view a gay-themed film. The idea
of homosexuality is shown andblends the
characters, conversations and the settings
of the movie.
This film is set within a 24hours period
in which there is aseries of farewell events
forRobert (JohnBolger), a handsome boyfriend of ultra-yuppie, Michale (Richard
Ganoung). Robert, for his own reasons, is
leaving for Kenya. The absence will no
doubt bring aninterruption, if not an end,
in Robert arid Michale's six year relationship.
The problem between Robert and Michaleseems deep and complex butit is not.
Involving in a gay relationship doesn't
maketheir problem special.Robert is envious and jealousbecause Michale seems to

love andcare for Nick (Steve Buscemi), a
rock musician who has AIDS. Another
problem is that Robert and Michale seem
to have doubts about their belonging
why are they together? As one can see,
their problems are "normal."
In dealing with the touchy subject of
AIDS, director Bill Sherwood doesn't ask
the audience to pity or sympathize with
Nick, the AIDSpatient. Instead Sherwood
treats AIDS just like any other complicationoflife.
"WhenI
wroteit,I
assumed there would
eventually be documentaries, TV movies,
plays about AIDS, and Ihad no desire to
explore it or analyze itbecauseI
figured 10
other movies were going to do it anyway,"
saidSherwood from aninterview with the
Seattle Times.
Sherwood wants his audience to receive
the message that being gay is not weird,
eventhough the generalsociety thinks differently.Being gay still means that the personis human; that personhas feelings and
emotions like love,anger,hate and sadness
like aheterosexual person.
Music is a veryimportant part of "Parting Glances." The music selections excel-

—

Betty (Yotande Bavan) is giving advice to Michale (Richard Ganoung); thisconversation occurs when Robert and Michale cameover
for a farewell dinner.

The Spectator
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Manager and Business Manager, for
the 1986-'B7 academic year.

Actors Robert (John Bolger) and Michale (Richard Ganoung)
share one of their intimate moments in the film "Parting Glances."
lently fit the occasions in themovie. "Certain music goes with certain characters,"
said the director from the movie informationpacket.
Rock music introduced Nick to theviewers. The rock music suits and represents
Nick since he was a rock star. Another example of effective use of music occurred
when Robert and Nick had dinner at Robert's wealthy British boss' home. Classical music, suggesting elegance and
success, delighted the background of the
conversation.
In "Parting Glances" there are no explicit sex scenes. However, themovie does
show some kissing scenes. "Parting
Glances" doesn'tboast any bigname stars;
yet this film is extremely well-acted. The
talented actors are able to convey their
characters' innermost feelings and
thoughts to the audience. Michale, knowing that Nick has contracted AIDS, nevertheless treats Nick like any of his friends.
Michale's great caring and respect for Nick

Indeed Sherwood has taken a delicate
concern like homosexuality, knowing that
society has mixedemotions over, and createdawonderful and genuinemasterpiece.
Bravo!
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is evident when Michale comes over to
Nick's apartment and cooks dinner often.
As a spectator, onecan sense and appreciate tremendously the characters' energy
being exuded to the audience.
Bill Sherwood's "Parting Glances" is
currently shown at the Market Theater at
thePike Place Marketuntil April 17.Market Theater has limited seating therefore it
seems to have the perfect intimate atmosphere for this movie; since it deals with
such personal topics as being gay and involved in relationships.
On the side note, the theater did shows
previews and a Bugs Bunny cartoon. The
cartoon relaxed and calmed the audience
before watching an intense drama which
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Faculty recital promises evening of song
the Pacific Northwest.Sheis a past winnei
of the Seattle Opera's Cecilia Schultz competition and San Francisco opera auditions. Performances with the Seattle
Chamber Singers, the Seattle Pro Musica,
the Mid-Columbia Symphony and the
Broadway Symphony are some of Schneider's notable appearances. She spent
the summer of 1984 at the prestigious Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria, preparing
opera roles with Kammersangerin Ruth
Hesse. While there she performed concerts, singing various operatic excerpts.
Schneider joined S.U. as principle voice
teacher in 1980and iscurrently working on
a master's in psychology at Antioch University.
Blyth is a piano instructor andchoral accompanist at S.U. She earned a bachelor's
of music education from Muskingum College in Ohio,and her master's of music degree in piano accompaniment from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The faculty recital willbeheld at 8 p.m.,
April 4, at the Nippon Kan Theater at 628
S. Washington St.Maps are available at the
fine arts department. The concert is complimentary but donations will be accepted
and will goto scholarship funds for fine art
students.

by Raelene Sam
Looking for something todo on April 4?
The Seattle University Departmentof Fine

Artsispresentingan eveningofcabaretentertainment featuring comic to the sublime
songs of stageand screen.
The faculty recital will present two of
S.U.s prominent musical teachers, Jacalyn
Schneider, sopranosinger,and Joan Blyth,
accompanying onthe piano. The program,
titled "Anything Goes," will feature an
evening of selections from musical theater
with songsby Britten, Coward,Gershwin,
Sondheim andothers. This hodgepodge of
cabaret will recall the early years of the
1900s withstage performances like "Cat's
Memory."
The event has been organized by Kate
Duncan, chairman of the fine arts department, and Arthur Barnes, head of applied
music faculty.
Schneider said this is not the first time
S.U. has hosted a faculty recital; performances havebeen presentedin informal settings at Campion chapel in the past.
Schneiderisknown for her work inopera
and oratorio,as well as musical theaterand
classical music. She is a graduate of the
University of Washington's School of Musicandisin frequentdemand as a soloistin

Jacalyn Schneider, soprano singer, will perform at the
faculty recital on April 4 at 8 p.m.

Seattle film spells "Trouble"
by Eric Gould

"Trouble inMind," at the Egyptian Theater, 801 E. Pine. Starring Genevieve Bujold, Kris Kristqfferson, Keith Carradine
and Lori Singer. Directed by Alan Randolph.
The problem with"Trouble inMind" is
that itisadifficult film to follow.Filmedin
Seattle and dubbed "Rain City," themovie
works best as a travelogue and least as a
film. Director Alan Randolph tries to accomplish the same tone and feeling that
wasin "Choose Me," hishit that playedin
Seattle two years ago.In "Choose Me," he
created sultry comedy about romance and
broken hearts centered around a single's
bar. The moviehad a "feel-good"quality
that moved along with a jazzy musical
score andtitle track sung by Teddy Pendergrass.
"Trouble inMind" strives for the same
mood withitsSeattle backdrop,buttheactors' performances and story line fail to
bring "Trouble" to life.
The filmisabout asI
understandit
an ex-cop (Kristofferson) who returns to
seeaclose friend (Bujold) at her sleepy little cafealter heisreleased fromprison for
killing someone at aracetrack.
Both Hawk and Wanda (Kristofferson
andBujold) meet atransient couple (Carradineand Singer) whoare looking for work
inthe city.
Coop (Carradine) and Georgia (Singer)
meetup with new people and interesting
experiences, when they find themselves at
Wanda's Cafe. Coop gets involved with

—

j jewlery thieves who party at posh night-

<clubs and spendafterhours withprostitutes

theCamlin Hotel.
Georgia becomes a romantic interest for
Hawk and Coop joins a motley crew of
thugs. This sets the predictable male conflict over the young woman;we've seenthis
allbefore.
Coop finally tries to reconcile his relationship with Georgia, but to no avail;
Georgia tries to convince Hawk to mellow
Coop out, since he's burning out from his
extravagant lifestyle. The funniest part
about the movie isthe Carradine character
andhis silly, trendyhairstyles.
The rest of the film goes from bad to

'<at

worse;thehumorloses its witty edgein the
beginning, and becomes limp with slapstick comedy and sight-gags usually found
inother bad films.
However, the film suffers mostly from
bad script. The plot and subplots never really merge together (when they are supposed to at a shootout at the Seattle Art
Museum),and Rain Cityappears to beunder martial law. We see scenes with soldiers milling about in jeeps, guarding
doorways, and marching down the waterfront, but it is not clearhow these martial
references tie in with the story.
One might describe "Trouble" as a
comedy-thriller-mystery-romance. This

film could work with these elements, but
the script fails to unify them.Instead,Randolph's"TroubleinMind"becomes a fragmented and weak excusefor a film.
The trouble with "Trouble"is that someone'smind isout of focus. And a mindisa
terrible thing to waste.
Oh, Iforgot to mention: the shotsof Seattle are great. Therearenice scenes of the
Space Needle, ferry boats, the city's skyline atnight,Belltown andPioneer Square;
all thefamiliar stompinggrounds ofaSeattlite.Ifthis filmhas any value, it'sbecause
thelocationisour backyard.But as abackdrop, Seattle cannot carry this film alone.

"—

Single Woman 18-22 years
old, must be 1/4Italian to
represent ITALIAN COMMUNITY for 1986 Seafair.
868Inquire evenings
792S
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and getting
It's true! Everyone is giving canned food to their Domino's Pizza driver
"
$2 off the price of their 16" pizza, and $1off the price of their 12 pizza. You can,
too.
Just trade in your can of Spaghetti's or tomato soup or tuna fish or Spam,
anything... and save money while you help fight hunger.
So fill out the coupon and trade a can for a fresh, oven-hot pizzadelivered to
your door in thirty minutes or less guaranteed!
All canned food items are donated to Northwest Harvest. Tonight, can a
DOMINO'S PIZZA driver, and help us can hunger. nAlllUAie
Offer ends April 30th.
DI77A «»im
128 Broadway East

—

„„

Phone:322-0094
__!_><■

Avp East
Iflth
lUin MVO.
caai

Phone: 323-2280
2743 E. MadiSOn Aye.

Phone: 328-0102

...

Ji£_7£>__rSl l\
DELIVERS /_Sl|r____
ED-C-T f^^=*=*^i
mßßil
-J»

"""

Limited delivery area Onediscounl per pizza
Fooddonated must be inoriginal sealed container
U*»" mh mb

-

—

■■■■_■-■

___i^^^B
_
_»,____

I Domin<|

JI a

,
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JJj m ,
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y mr
<kk| Bank d(ma|ion c(mp n and sive
piMadrjv( along W |,hyour donation Save $2 off the price of

16" pizza, or si <>lf the price of al2 pizza!tone di»couni per pizza.i

ADDRESS

PHONE

'

— — — — —_ _ _ —_

■items donated

PIZZA ORDERED (circleonel

l-<

Ib

IThanks for helping NorthweslHarvest
can hunger One discounl per
4/:«)/H«
|pizza ordered Offer expires
___■___.______
fc—
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___ J
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7b apply for any of thesepositions, pleasepick up applications in
the main ASSJ7 q/jfce.

Dear Fellow Students■

wouldlike to take this opportunity to express my
gratitude to all who participated in the elections last
quarter. It wouldbe an understatement to say that all
candidates who ran for office this year were extremely
speak for all of my fellow
competent. I'm sure that I
say that it's a great honor to be selected
whenI
officers
■,-, ,
J} as qualified
r
vc a c
from
fieldofcandidates,
7am really looking forward to representing you in
this upcoming year. I
feel that my primary purpose is
strongly
to serve as your voice to theadministration. I
urge you to let us know of any concerns regarding any
aspect of student \{fe you feef needs to be addressed. If
y harness evena smallpercentage ofthe energy
WQ
"
n
i
on thls dwerse campus andfunnel
it into constructive
channels, thepotential is virtually limitless. The outgoing administration has taken great steps towards this
goal with their awareness raising events thispast year.
The divestment from South Africa represents a tangidedicated people. We
fefe result Qphe c^on& 0^ a
encourage
n d t0 Wow theirleadandbuild upon it. I
/

EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR:Must have typing skills, must
be able to work well withpeople. Job entails answeringphones,
taking and typing Executive Board minutes, typing President's
correspondence, maintain files, etc. Must keep office organized
es
,
T^Z^t^f^^
h^
thero^
v v to work
skills,
EXECUTIVESECRETARY: Typing
mustbeable
well with people, fob basically entai answeringphones, taking
and
Senate minutes, assist Senators with appropriatepa-

typing
per work. Assist the Ist Vice President. Attend the Executive
Boardmeetings.
ACTIVITIESASSISTANT: Typing skills, must be able to work
well withpeople, fob entails convening the Activities Board, takingandtypingthe Activities Boardminutes, organizingActivities
Office, filing, etc. In general, assisting the Activities Vice President with everything(s)he does.
ASSISTANT TREASURER: Typing skills, answeringphones,
filing, assistingTreasurer with bookkeeping andany otherduties
to assist the Treasurer.
ELECTION COORDINATOR: To coordinate elections for each
quarter, in charge of campaign process including approving

PuJuaTY'mRECTOR: Organizational, management and

artistic skills required. Responsible publisizing all ASSU events
through fiyers, posters, and the ASSU weekly page in the Spectator. Must monitor, stamp andupdate allpublicity on campus, and
supervise a staffof artists.
PUBLICITY SECRETARY: Typing skills, answeringphones,
filing. Post andupdatepublicity on campus; assists inproduction
ofposters and flyers. Maintains ASSU monthly calender in the
Chieftain lobby.
PRODUCTION ARTISTS: Two positions open. Graphic art
and/or lettering skills needed. Design flyers, posters, banners,
etc. for all ASSU events. Includes some posting of publicity on
campus.

-,->

..

■

j

■

"

all ofctocyou to add a new dimension to your life on campus by getting involved!!
I
wouldlike to close this brief introductory letter by
thanking the outgoing officers, Dave Hankins, James
Gore Mike sheehan and Peggy Withlow, for doing a
job
by expressing my eagerness to work with
great
°,
i and
rriiZ
theother officers and the Senate.

Abby Ghermay,

President, ASSU

Seattle University's Committee for Women's Programming andEducational Programming Committee
presents a lecture by:
Women's Resource Room events:

Monday, April 7. "Successful Women in the World of
Law and Business."
Colleen Kinerk, S.U. alumni, will speak about her
experience as a successful woman attorney in Seattle.
Dr. Diane Lockwood, an S. U. Business Professor, will
share her experiences owning and operating a private
business.

TIME:1:15p.m- Kinerk, 2:15p.m- Lockwood.

Tuesday, April 8. "Successful Women in the World of
Accounting and Administration."
Therese Coad, S. U. alumni, willspeak about her experiences as a CPA for Touche Ross. Dr. Margaret
Chow, S. U. alumni, is the assistant Superintendent of
the Kent School District, serves on the S.U. Alumni
Board of Governors, and is the President-Elect of the
Washington Association ofAdministrators.
TIME: 1:15p.m- Coad, 2:15p.m- Chow.

Both programs are open to all women students, faculty and staff and are located in the Student Union

Building Room 209. Sponsored by Women's Resource
Room and the School ofBusiness.

ANNE WILSONSCHAEF

Htied "Women's Reality (Men's too): A Systems Perspecye »

Wednesday, April 9

7:30p.m.

Pigott Auditorium
Ms Schaef is the widely read author of WOMEN'S
REALITY and CO-DEPENDENCE. Reception and
booksigning will follow the lecture.
For more information, call Campus Ministry at 626
5900 or Office ofStudentLeadership at 626-6782.

inHH^^^BBHHHWKfIHHHHHHBHHBHHBH
The FineArts Department presents"
"Anything Goes

a Faculty VocalRecital
featuring soprano Jacalyn Schnider accompaniedby
pianist pan Blyth.
_
_. ,
.
7 .

.

'
Theatre, 628 S. Washington
For more information, call 626-6336.
■

v
Nippon Kan

_,
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Sports
Chieftains
tennis: 0-2

by Thertsak Sac Tung
The Seattle University men's tennis team

BRIANHOONEY/THESPECWTOfI

Todd Williams(left) and Nikki de Relle, both are sailing in the University of Washington Raineer Cup Invitation. Seattle University was invited for the first time to competes in the regatta. S.U. was among the top three Wasnington state universities
invited to compete against three California schools in this prestigious regatta.
The other schools competing are University of Washington, Western Washington
University, Sonoma State College, Cal-Poly, and University of California at
Santa Cruz. Thebest showing for S.U. was third place from Todd Williams.
However, S.U. placed fifth among the competitors.

0-4 start for S.U. women's netters
remaining threedouble matches.Cline and

by Thertsak Sac Tung
The Seattle University's women tennis

team didn't fare too well in their first four
competitions. The team'srecordis 0-4.
In the team's first contest, head coach
Janet Adkisson was optimistic that the
team would perform well against Whitman
College at Kennewick on Feb. 22.But the
Lady Chieftains lost to Whitman, 6-3. In
singles play, No. 1 seed on the team, Tomoko Miyazawa, lost to the former state
finalist, Lynn Greer, 6-1, 6-1. Second
seed, senior Annie Cline won her match
against Nancy Bratton, despite losing the
first set tie-breaker. Cline won, 6-7, 7-5,
6-2.Gina Raftis lost to Nancy Roe, 6-4, 75; S.U.s Maggie Earhart beats Tana
Deshler inthree sets, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1;Jenny
Grathwol defeated Wendy Wright, 6-3, 63; and Shelly Reinell lost a close match to
Kirn Ronai,4-6, 6-2, 7-6.
S.U. and Whitman were tied 3-3 after
singles. But the Lady Chieftains lost the
$ a o'flTnrrßWß'awreßTnrTreßTTrßT^^

I
IZ

Grathwollost toGreerandBratton,6-4, 62; Miyazawa and Raftis lost to Roe and

Deshler in three sets, 7-6, 1-6, 7-5;
Earhartand Kristy Rahelost to Wright and
Ronai, 7-5, 7-6.
In the second match, S.U. lost, 6-3, to
Seattle Pacific University. Miyazawabeat
Nancy Mitten of S.P.U., 6-1, 6-2. Cline
beat Kirn Buchanan, 6-4, 6-2. Raftis,
GrathwolandRahe alllost in straight sets;
Earhart lost in three sets by the unusual
score of 0-6, 7-6, 6-0.
After singles play, S.P.U. was ahead 42. IfS.U. were to win this meetingagainst
S.P.U. the Lady Chieftains needed to win
the doubles. Unfortunately, the team won
one of the three matches. Cline and Miyazawadefeated Mitten and HydiPetersen,

OBOO0flflBfl0aPO00BO0O0OO0O0O«BB00BaB0O«e0O«D0D0000BC0QQ00B

LONGHAIR.
STYLE CUTS
EXTRA
1

defeat

easily disposed Susie Bladholm, 6-0, 6-2.
U.P.S. won therest of the sevenmatches to
close out the meeting.
Seattle Tennis Center was the place
whereS.U.battled withUniversity ofPortland. In this meeting, the Lady Chieftains
lost by the narrowest margin, 5-4. Miyazawabeat Deanna Weisenberg, 6-4, 6-3.
Second-seed Cline suffered her first lost of
the season to U.P.s Allison Gault, 6-4, 64. Gina Raftis, the third-seed, won her
first match as she defeated Laura Balen, 62, 6-4. Maggie Earhart also beat Alvina
Curammeng, 6-2, 6-3.

I
I

Indoubles MiyazawaandCline defeated
Weisenberg, 7-5, 6-2. Earhart and
Grathwol won the first set tie-breaker but
lost the next twosets to Balen andCurammeng. The score was 6-7, 6-1, 6-4; Raftis
and Reinell also lost to Marci Thorndike
and Jennifer Kimbel, 6-3, 6-3.

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM

"
;

\
\!
<

HAIR FOR MEN AND WOMEN
1118
S««et
STYLE CUTS REG.
3WOW
$12.50
Monday thru Friday
20% OFF WITH

Sj

10AM -7PM

Saturday
B:3OAM SPM

S.U. ID.

A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training

«
«

DIMENSIONS I
PERMANENTsI
FROM $25.00

to

a aaa'aTimbus b ftrnwrr

1319 KJeflerson

1
I
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go the distance

The third contest was played against
University of Puget Sound. U.P.S. rolled
over the Lady Chieftains, 7-2. Again Miyazawa andCline won their matches. Miy-

Monday-Friday, 6a.m.-sp.m.
Saturday, 7a.m.-2p.m.
Breakfast andlunchserveddaily.
Allprices very reasonable
325-6794
10% off with this ad.

0

to

7-6,6-1.

Debbie's Cafe

I
I

azawa had

U.P.S.'s Mimi Dega, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4. Cline

opened their season withlosses to Seattle
Pacific University and to Whitworth, with
both contests being played at the Seattle
TennisCenter. S.U.lost to the Falcons, 72,and to Whitworth, 5-4.
Against S.P.U., No. 1 seed Scott Rerucha beat Dave George, 6-3, 6-1. Mike
Ackerman defeated S.P.U.'sGerald Chew,
6-1, 1-6, 6-4. Joe Levan, Mike Ropa,
Kevin Wakasaand Toshi Toda all lost with
Toda losing in three sets, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1 to
Randy Worden.
In doubles the Chieftains lost all the
matches to S.P.U.Rerucha and Todalost
to George and Worden, 6-3, 7-6; Wakasa
andAckermanlost toGeorge Soloviev and
KenRey, 6-2,4-6,6-2; S.P.U.'sChew and
Guy Ouwehand defeated Ropa and Levan,
6-2, 6-0.
Against Whitworth,the Chieftainslost a
close meeting with the score, 5-4. Topseed Rerucha lost to Sten Carlson in
straight sets, 6-4, 7-5. Toda lost in three
sets to Whitworth's Chris Barnhart, 2-6,
6-1, 6-2; Wakasa wonhis match against
Kurk Rector, 6-2,6-4; Willie Stewart disposedofS.U.s Ropa, 6-3, 6-4. Chieftain's
Ackerman won his second consecutive
match bybeating 800 Boatman, 7-6, 6-3
and Bob Krueger bested Levan, 6-1, 6-4.
After the singles, Whitworth wasahead, 42.
In the doubles S.U. won two of three
matches, but it wasn't enough to overtake
Whitworth. Carlson and Barnhart defeatedReruchaand Toda inthree sets. The
Whitworth duo won the first set tiebreaker, 7-3, thenlost theclose second set
tie-breaker, 7-5, andeventually woredown
the Chieftains, 6-2. The score was 7-6, 67, 6-2. Wakasa and Ackerman beat Rector
and Stewart,alsoin three sets,3-6,6-0,62; and RopaandLevan defeatedEilers and
Eidson,6-3, 7-6.

will be on campus

Wednesday April 9 at I:3opm
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
You may qualify for this intensive 14 week,
post-graduate course, which enables you
to put your education to work as a skilled
member of the legal team.

...

For further information
please contact your Career
Planning & Placement Office
at 626-6235

\

\

.

For Free Brochure, contact:
OF SAN DIEQO Room 318, Serra Hall
£*. UNIVERSITY
Lawyer Assistant Program San Diego, CA 92110 I
(fcT)
(619) 260-4579 I
I
x-A*^

I
\

1

*

1

I

I
Ttw Unlvanlty of San Diego doa* not diacrMnata on tha baaia of I
Iraca, *a«, color, raligton, aga, national origin, ancaatry, or handicap I
|In lt» pollclaa and programa.
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Connolly News

Intramural BasketballFinalResults
Men's "A"— Division
Bailers 81 Greenwave 60
OpenDivision
—
Snappers 64 Brewers 56

Ballers and Snappers win IM b-ball
by Shawn Murphy

Indoor Soccer Final Results

—

Kickoff Classic

Blue Division
8-balls 4 NoNames 3
Orange Division
Internationals 5 Clubber Laeng 3

—

Seattle University's intramural basketball championships are now overand the
champions have been crowned. Over 35
teams participated at the start of the basketball season,all with dreams of walking
outof thegym at the endof the seasonwith
the coveted andfamous t-shirts as intramural champions.
There are two divisions the Open and
the 'A'league. The open division is for
competitors who are steps above the average team. The 'A' division is for players
whoaren't as skilledas the players from the
open divisionbut like to play basketball for
the enjoyment.
On March 9, the Bailers of the 'A'division defeated Greenwave, 81-60.

—

Marksmanship

scores

March 28, 1986
Match 1
DanBorchers 22
David Snodgrass 18
Masahito 13
Masaaki 12
Masatoshi 11

Greenwave was led by the long range
bomber, Tim Sawyer. Sawyer consistently
droppedin many buckets fromnolessthan
20 feet away. After the first half the teams
were tied at35.
In the second half the teams traded
hoopsuntil Sawyer went down with an ankle injury. Immediately theBailerstook advantageofSawyer's absence and went onto
win the 'A'division for the second straight
year.
TheBailers used the strength andquickness of the Carter brothers, Clarence and
Marvin. The Bailers finished the season
witha fine recordof11-3.
In the open division Snappers defeated
Brewers, 64-56.

What's new at Connolly

Match2
Everett Young 19
PhilElrod 17
Daniel 15
Chris Heinrichs 15
Khalid 14

Tournaments

Slfß «P»

Golf
Pickleball
Table Tennis
Racquetball
Tennis

March 24
April 7
None
April 21
May s

Clinics/Workshops
Inochi Clinic
Swimstroke Improvement
Sailing

Match3
SimonSmith 23
Margaret Young 17
JeffRobertson 17
Daniel 11

Begin

Date
April 3
April 14
April 19

.

-

April 28
May 12

April 5
April 15
April 12
April 30
May 14

Location
Quiet Exercise
West Pool
Leschi Marina

Tune
6-7 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
10 a.m.

Golf
Clinic
For you golf lovers

out there, there will
be a golf clinic Thursday, April 24 at the
Astro-Gym in Connolly. Mark the date on
your calendar. The speaker will be Dan
Puetz, a former PGA Professional and
present manager of the Kaddy Shack Golf
Center in Lynnwood. The clinic is from 6
p.m. -8 p.m. Theclassis freebut the space
is limited,so signup nolater thanWednesday, April 23. If there are any question,
please contact Gary Boyle.

Mariners
"hat night"
Seattle University, are you ready for
this? The Connolly Center is sponsoring
"The Seattle University Night at the
Kingdome" on Sat., April 19. The special
event is the Seattle Mariners versus the
Oakland A's at7:05 p.m. The tickets cost
the normal price of $6.50 for alumni, staff
and faculty. But students will onlypay $4.
It's hat night, so the first 25,000 fans will
get a free hat.If there are any questions,
please contact Gary Boyle at University
Sports.

Play Begins

End
April 3
April 14

The First Annual S.U. Kickoff Classic
will start on Saturday, April 5 at the Jackson Golf Course, 1000 N.E. 135th. Tee
times is at noon. Please go out and watch
your faculty, staff and students play golf.

Match 4
Everett Young 22
JeffRobertson 22
ChrisHeinrichs 17
Daniel 11
Match5
Everett Young 20
Chris Heinrichs 20
David Snodgrass 17
March 6, 1986
Match 1
Andrew Tadie 23
Everett Young 20
Kjell Lester 17
David Snodgrass 15
Eric Norby 13
Match 2
Everett Young 20
Kjell Lester 19
Andrew Tadie 19
David Snodgrass 15
Eric Norby 12

-
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Match3
Kjell Lester 17
Andrew Tadie 17
Everett Young 15
Eric Norby 14
David Snodgrass 13

§£

Mexican
Restaurant
AHtbeutic
Mexican Food
openMonday through Saturday
11 00 om fl 45 p.n

Conu-rofTike& 10th
OfdcraTo Go
10% discount withStudent SovingiCord

-

THISBUD?
you:
for
BUDWEISER«.KING OF BEERS».»NHEUSER BUSCH INC >ST LOUIS
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Freefall experience: "Trulymindboggling".
by CraigSanford
Special to the Spectator

thad
.

a one-way plane ticket to 2,500
At that height thereis
— only onesimple

way toget to the ground jumping.
Fortunately Iwas equipped to face this

dilemma. Fivehours of classroominstruction had mentally preparedme and jumping gear ensuredby safety. Weighing a total of40 pounds,twoparachutes taxed me
and restricted movementbutIdidn't mind.
The "Goliath" was on my back, boasting a 378 square foot span which makes it
the largest student square parachute in the
world. This parachute automatically opens
and has two steering controls that allows
parachutist to fly the contraption. In
thereliable Goliath failed to function,
serve parachute was strapped on front.

*

frightened person clinging with all my
might. After my instinctive refusal tolet go
began my fall.
I
Hurtling through the atmosphere Iwas
acutely aware of my insignificance. Isolated by a half-mile,Iwas only a dotin the
sky with the windas my master.
Therewas a startling silence interrupted
only by my gasps and the wind totally in
contrast to the loud plane excursion. The
silence and speed combined to stun and
confuse me though Iwas eerily aware of
my totalreliance on my parachute.
Those four frantic seconds of free fall
were truly mindboggling and introduced
wastestinggravity
me toanew sensation.I
and experiencing a new type of flight.
While those few seconds were over very
quickly, they still remain the essential core
of parachute jumping.

—

Outdoor feature
To further quell any worries an "idiot
detector" wasattached to the reserve. This
device, actually called the "sentinel" detects parachute failures and triggers the reserve to open. Likewise, a "stevens" could
open the reserve automatically during
complications. Also a radioandlarge, mobile arrows onthe groundgave instructions
to helpguide me to a safe landing.
With all this equipment, fears dwindled
despite the ominous foreshadowings of a
possible tragedy. On the mandatory waiver
form Iwas repeatedly warned of hideous
injures, but Itried to remain unfazed by
such warnings as "typical parachuting injuries consist of broken legs, broken ankles, broken wrists/fingers,back injuries,

injuries of all sorts (including death) from
hitting obstacles (power lines, trees, roadways or water), death from hitting the

ground too hard, including airplane
crashes."
Shruggingoffthese warnings,Iwasconfidentlybraced for the parachute jump
untilthe plane started up. Forthe first time
Iwasunsureof the jump but,of course,my
apprehension failed to stop the plane from
itsinexorable ascent. At 2,500 feet a slight
wave of queasiness overwhelmed me as I
nervously eyed the land below me.
The ground had a strange alluring appearance, as the ground invited my fallbut
discouraged it at the same time. The scenery looked almost unreal; everything was
orderly and geometric. There wasa wide
expanse of little clumps of trees, interrupted by a long, thin, grayhighway. One
of those small shapes was McDonalds,
about a mile away.
Suddenly, it was my turn to jump and I
wasinstructed tosit on the edgeof the open
door. Istruggled to place my feet on the
outside support, fighting the fierce wind
which was trying to drag me outside. Before Icould think Iwas dangling outside,
hanging to the wing of the plane. Iwas no
longer just an inquisitive reporter but a

For the next three minutes and 30 seconds Ipeacefullyglided to safety. Once the
parachute had opened and slowed my descent, my mind was cleared of all fears.
Perched in the harness at 2,000 feet Iwas
in total euphoria. Thisblissful state continued but Ihad to guidemyself to the ground
by following directions. Even that task was
exceedingly enjoyable as Ifelt Ihad total
control of my destiny and Irejoiced at
learning to direct this new toy called a
parachute.
Soon it was time to land. Iused extra
caution after hearing about landing mishaps. The groundapproached at analarming ratebut Isuccessfully stalled the para- '
chute and softly landedjust feet away from
the target. With my feet on land once
again,Iresumed whathad otherwise been
anuneventful day.

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Craig Sanford sports a courageous grin before bailing out over Issaquah.

...

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
Paying back your college loan
! can be along, uphill battle. But the
| Army's Loan RepaymentProgram
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makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier,
the Army will reduce your college
debt by lh or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just
3 years, your college loan willbe completeiy paid off.

"You're eligible for this program
with a National Direct Student Loan
or
a Guaranteed Student Loan or a
wTm
Federally
1
J
Insured Student Loan made
after October 1,1975. And theloan
can't be in default.
And justbecause you've left college, don't think you'll stop learning
in the Army. Our skill training offers
a wealthof valuable high-tech, careeroriented skills. Call your local Army
M^^Bl 0 Recruiter to find out more.

Staff Sergeant Burdett
10% oft lot S.U.
I
.itudantt with 10.
I*2« 'It MOADWAV

I—

621-1377

ARMY.BE ALLYOUCAN BE.
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Students protest the U.S. Army's involvement in Cambodia at Seattle University's ROTC headquarters, circa 1972.
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ABOUT NLP?
A personal
Abuui
NLKf a
oersonal

)) changeprocess that works,andcan be
IV tuaght!! Satisfy your cunousity and d.swhat it can do for you.Free quesevening Jan. 16,23.
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Roomate(s)
w wanted. Female/Male. 5
hedroom
house #211
room house.
mm.from S_U 3 bed
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City Light Department
$8.45 per hour
Asst Energy Mgmt Prgm staff to estab-

The Cambridge Studio Apartments.
Furnitureavailable.Call623-1666
Seatte U. Child DevelopmentCenter offers preschool/daycare for ages 2- 7.
Open all year from 7:ooam s:3opm.
Full or part time. Drop-ins welcome.
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envelopes!! Stuff
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Electric Typewriter, excellent condition,))
II
$85 or best offer, 325-6836
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$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call 805-687- /

GOVERNMENT JOBS

$16,040
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6000 Ext R-6111 for current federal list. \
I
Wi train le9al assistant for research at )
week,
$5
5-10
hours
a
/
K.C. Courthouse.
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Earn $30 $50/ day
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native speaker TradeEnglishconvesal( tioonfor«ore.gh languageconversation.
I;Languages available: Spanish Japanese, Arabic and others. Call 623-1481
before noon Mon-Fri.
1) PrnfP«?sional
couDle
D seeks after
ttcerr Sschool
aC
ork
per s
))
practice after-school sportsfor 10-year(( old boy Somehousehold duties. Mt.Ba// ker area. Car.Refs. 722-2472.
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base<tevel.. adv. mathand econ. mainframe computers and LOTUS app,ica
tions is desirable. Applicants should be
jrs Srs or Grad students in bus or pub
admjn econ |
E Or social sci & tech.
Deadline to apply is 2-18Starts
For infor/application
or come to Seattle Personnel Dept, 710
2nd Aye, Rm 446. Women and minorities are encouraged toapply.

3-86.

caT bs-7987

VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POSITIONS AVAILABLE with the King Co.
Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit,
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learn
aboutthe criminal justice slystem while
helping crime victims. Training provided. credit available. Require o«ice
experience,good communicationskHls,
ability tomake a timecommitment.Call
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An organizational meeting for women interested in a women's political study
groupwillbe heldat 1:15 -2:30p.m., 209Student Union Building.
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Colleen Kinerk and Dr. Diane Lockwood
will discuss Successful Women of the
World of Law and Businessat 1:15 p.m.
and 2 15p.m. 209 Student Union Building.
There will be an Assertiveness Training
workshop for women,1 -2:30 p.m. on MondaysthrouahMav 5
Alpha Kappa Psiwill hold openhouse today and tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 1p.m. The
first mandatory pledge meeting will be on
April 9at 7 p.m.
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The S.U. Campus Group of Amnesty Invternationalwillmeet in Marian 144.
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Buildine
P m and 23 209Student Unlon BulldlnBf±
y
Anne Wilson Schaef.author of Women's
*Btoy ami Co-dtpendeme.will speak at 7:30
p 'g°" auditorium. Reception and
P m'
booksigning will follow.
Managing Frocrastinationwill be the
subject of a talk givenby Barry Eben, director
of the Counseling Center, from noon to 1 p.m.
inPigott 401.
The Finance Clubwill meet in Pigott 351
from noon to !P-«»-

Strateaies tor Retaining What You

Re^: Designed to improve speed and
comprehensionworkshopwill be held from
, 10a.m. to 11:15 p.m. and 5 p.m. t06:15 p.m.
Call the Learning Center forlocation.
The Literature Club will sponsor a Hoetry
Readingin the Library auditorium.
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The Marksmanship Clubwill hold its
shotgun,rifle and pistol shootingat the range.
Vans will leave fromXavier at 2:15 p.m.
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APPLIANCE

$$ opportunity for right individual. \
Own transportation andtools required. (#
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Looking
Ahead
4__
Therese Coad andDr. Margaret Chow w,l
d'scussSuccessfu1 Women inthe woria ot

pm'MSK
Ask TOroaroMna
forCarolina
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begins Monday, April 21 and ends Friday,
are 8:30 a.m. to
Apri 25 Registration
p.m. daily. Evening registration willbe Monday. April 21 and IMesday, April 22 from 4
p.m. to 7p.m.
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An express linewill be available for those
students with permits and completed registration forms who do not have Controller
Holds. See fall class schedule for details,
Registration information will not be
mailedto undergraduate students. Students
should watch for posters on campus about
registration. Permits may be picked up in tin-

departments,
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REWIND: Return to Education: Women
ew Directions!, a weekly brown bag
discussion group for women who have returned to school, is held from noon to 1p.m..
209 Student Union Building.
Summer and tall quarter combined AdvanceRegistration

Continuing graduate studentswill receive their permits Din the mailand may follow the mail-inregistration procedures.
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